Abstract—Logs are an essential part of the development and maintenance of large and complex software systems as they contain rich information pertaining to the dynamic content and state of the system. As such, developers and practitioners rely heavily on the logs to monitor their systems. In parallel, the increasing volume and scale of the logs, due to the growing complexity of modern software systems, renders the traditional way of manual log inspection insurmountable. Consequently, to handle large volumes of logs efficiently and effectively, various prior research aims to automate the analysis of log files. Thus, in this paper, we begin with the hypothesis that log files are natural and local and these attributes can be applied for automating log analysis tasks. We guide our research with six research questions with regards to the naturalness and localness of the log files, and present a case study on anomaly detection and introduce a tool for anomaly detection, called ANALOG, to demonstrate how our new findings facilitate the automated analysis of logs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Logging is an everyday programming practice and of great importance in modern software development, as software logs are widely used in various software maintenance tasks. Based on its granularity, logging allows developers and practitioners to investigate the inner-workings of software systems, and track down problems as they arise. Because of the rich information that resides in logs and the pervasiveness of logging, logs enable a wide range of tasks such as system provisioning, debugging, management, maintenance, and troubleshooting. Examples of prior research threads associated with logs include analyzing user statistics [46], identifying performance anomalies [24], [53], diagnosing system errors and crashes [66], [68], and ensuring application security [58]. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a logging statement and its end product written to a log file.

```
logger.info("Registered executor {} with ", fullId, executorInfo);
```

![Log statement in the source code.](image)

```
16/04/07 10:46:15 INFO cluster.YarnSchedulerBackend: Registered executor NettyRpcEndpointRef(null) (mesos-slave-06:51722) with ID 13
```

![The corresponding log message in the log file.](image)

Fig. 1: A log example from an Apache Spark application.

A Log statement is commonly supplemented with a verbosity level (e.g., error/debug/info), a constant part (e.g.,

1We use logs and log files interchangeably.

"Registered executor with" in Fig. 1; also called 'log statement description'), and a variable part (e.g., fullId and executorInfo in Fig. 1). Additionally, logging libraries and wrappers such as Log4j [10] accompany the log statement with extra information as it is written to the log file, such as its timestamp and the component generating the log. Due to the free-form text format of the log messages written by developers, it is often an involved task to extract meaning from the log messages. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of variables, which may yield a different output in each iteration of the program, brings additional irregularity and adds to the complexity. In a parallel angle, due to the sheer volume of logs that modern software systems routinely produce, in the scale of tens of Gigabytes of data per hour for a commercial cloud application [38], [52], [76], it is unfeasible to inspect log messages for crucial diagnostic information with traditional methods such as manual checks or searches with search and grep scripts. As such, although tremendous system diagnosis and maintenance advantage is beclouded in the logs, how to effectively and efficiently analyze the logs remains a great challenge, and subsequently, automatic log analysis tools and approaches are highly sought after [76].

To fill in this gap and pave the way towards the goal of automated log analysis, prior research has proposed multiple avenues of work to automate analysis, which relies on finding patterns in logs. The analysis usually starts with log parsing [76], which aims to extract structured templates from unstructured log data. Following this step, prior research has applied a wide variety of pattern mining and machine learning approaches, to name a few, PCA-based dimension reduction [56], execution path and variable value inference [68], learning model [53], event correlation graphs [30], and temporal correlation mining [26].

Despite the presence of prior log analysis approaches, we believe prior research has not fully utilized the natural language attributes of software systems [41], [64] for log file analysis. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the natural language processing (NLP) characteristics of log files, and our main hypothesis is:

Logs, as an artifact of software systems, similar to programming languages and source code, are natural and locally repetitive and predictable. Thus, natural language models can capture these attributes and leverage them for automated analysis of log files.
Prior research such as [41] and [64] have shown that software’s source code, similar to natural language (NL) corpus, is repetitive, predictive, and local. As such, statistical language models yield promising results once applied in software engineering tasks. Authors in [41] and later in [64] showed that n-gram language models perform well in the source code’s modeling and leveraged this fact to propose a cache language model for code suggestion. Most recently, He et al. [35] showed that logging descriptions within the source code also follow the natural language repetitiveness observed in the software systems. In this paper, inspired by the prior work, we investigate if log files possess NLP characteristics and how to leverage this feature for automated analysis of logs.

There are several findings and implications stemming from our study. We observed that log files show a high degree of repetitiveness and regularity (Finding 1), and the regularity is project-dependent (Finding 2). Zipf’s law shows the high-rank tokens happen more often in the logs than in English text (Finding 3). Findings 4 and 5 shed light on the log localness and confirm that logs are endemic and specific. At last, our NLP-based anomaly detection approach achieves high F-Measure and Balance accuracy scores, which illustrates an application of NLP in log analysis (Finding 6). In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:

- We conduct the first empirical study on the utilization of natural language for log files by evaluating eight system logs and two English corpora. We have provided our dataset to encourage and facilitate further research [4].
- We demonstrate the naturalness and localness of logs through several research questions (RQs) by utilizing n-gram models and self- and cross-project entropy calculations.
- We introduce ANALOG, an NLP-based log file anomaly detector, to illustrate the potential benefits of NLP in log analysis.

We organize the rest of this paper as follows. Section II reviews the background and motivation. Section III presents our research questions (RQs), and we quantitatively analyze the naturalness and localness of logs in Sections IV and V. Section VI demonstrates the use of language models (LMs) in a case study for anomaly detection. Related work and threats to validity are in Sections VII and VIII. Finally, we conclude the paper with some avenues for future work in Section IX.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Natural language processing (NLP) models (e.g., the n-gram model [5]) are statistical models that estimate and evaluate the probability of a sequence of words or tokens. During estimation, the model assigns a probability to sequences of words (or tokens) with maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). During evaluation, the model predicts the probability of whether the sequence under test belongs to the training corpus. The predictable and repetitive characteristics of common English corpora, which statistical NLP techniques extract and model, have been the driving force of various successful tasks, such as speech recognition [16] and machine translation [51]. Subsequently, software engineering researchers [14], [41], [64] have shown that software systems are even more predictable and repetitive than common English text, and language models perform better on software engineering tasks than English text. As such, tasks such as code completion [63] and code suggestion [18] utilize n-gram models for their predictions. Recently, He et al. [35] showed that log statements’ descriptions (LSDs) within the source code (Fig. 1) also follow natural language characteristics. Because LSDs in the source code are considered in isolation and they do not completely determine what is in the log files, which is an arbitrary sequence (i.e., not isolated) of log prints with LSDs and, additionally, the dynamic runtime value of the variables included by virtue of the execution of log statements, the naturalness of LSDs in the source code does not guarantee the naturalness of log files. Thus, our goal is to validate the NLP attributes of logs and foster research and employment of NLP methods for automated log analysis.

N-gram language models. Formally, considering a sequence of tokens in the corpus under consideration (in our case, log files), \( S = a_1, a_2, ..., a_N \), the n-gram model statistically estimates how likely a token is to follow preceding tokens. Thus, the probability of the sequence is estimated based on the product of a series of conditional probabilities [41]:

\[
P_\theta(S) = P_\theta(a_1)P_\theta(a_2|a_1)P_\theta(a_3|a_2)\ldots P_\theta(a_N|a_1,...a_{N-1})
\]

which is equal to:

\[
P_\theta(S) = P_\theta(a_1) \prod_{i=2}^{N} P_\theta(a_i|a_{i-1},...,a_1)
\]

where \( a_1 \) to \( a_N \) are tokens of the sequence \( S \) and the distribution of \( \theta \) is estimated from the training set with MLE\(^2\). The metric to assess the performance of an n-gram model \( M \) is perplexity (PP), which is the inverse probability of the test sequence:

\[
PP_M(S) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} 1/P(\theta, a_1, a_2, ..., a_N)
\]

For model \( M \)’s performance evaluation, perplexity and its log-transformed version, cross-entropy\(^3\), \( H_M \) [3] are often used interchangeably: \( H_M(S) = \log_2 PP_M(S) \). Equation 3 explains that the higher the probability of a sequence, the lower the \( PP \) value will be. In other words, the lower the perplexity (and likewise cross-entropy), the less surprising the new token sequence is for the model \( M \), and hence the higher probability that the token sequence under investigation belongs to the same corpus. Thus, an appropriately trained n-gram model will predict with low probabilities (and high perplexity values) if it deems that the content of a test sequence does not belong to the corpus used for training.

Motivation. Encouraged by the prior work in the utilization of NLP for software engineering systems, in this work, we investigate the natural language characteristics of log files. More specifically, we aim to answer the question

\(^2\)For simplicity, we drop the \( \theta \) in the notation onward.

\(^3\)Often, simply called \( entropy \).
of “are log files natural and local?”. Intuitively, if there are discernible repetitiveness and predictability in logs, a suitably trained language model should yield acceptable performance in distinguishing the log messages belonging to a specific system’s log from the ones which look unfamiliar. We speculate this feature will benefit automated analysis of logs, and we aim to use it for software engineering tasks such as anomaly detection since anomalous log messages generally look different from normal logs. For this purpose, we exploit the n-gram language models, measure the perplexity and entropy values for different logs, and analyze our findings from the RQs.

III. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING FOR LOGS

To investigate whether log files are natural and local, we analyze both natural English corpora and a collection of logs from various systems available online and applied by prior research [38], [67]. We guide our research with the following research questions (RQs) for the naturalness of logs:

- **RQ1:** does a natural repetitiveness and regularity exist in log files?
- **RQ2:** is the regularity that the statistical language models capture merely log-nature specific, or is it also project-specific?
- **RQ3:** how does Zipf’s law capture the repetitiveness of high-rank tokens in log files?

Next, for localness of logs, we investigate:

- **RQ4:** are log n-grams endemic to their projects?  
- **RQ5:** are log n-grams specific to their projects?

Finally, we provide a case study of the applications of NLP attributes of logs in the final RQ:

- **RQ6:** how do the logs’ NLP characteristics can help with automated analysis of log files?

Clarifying the above research questions with quantitative analysis for logs and English corpora enables us to find supporting evidence on our hypothesis on the naturalness and localness of logs, which we later use for anomaly detection. We continue with the description of the dataset that we used in our analyses.

Data description. We utilize the data publicly available by prior research [38], [67] as the base for our analyses. In summary, we select eight log files from a wide range of computing systems and two English corpora. We briefly review each of the analyzed logs in the following. HDFS. The HDFS [11] log is generated from a Hadoop cluster. HDFS is a distributed and resilient-to-failure file system for commodity servers, which brings in reliability. Prior research [67], [76] has utilized this data for log message pattern extraction [37], [76].

Firewall. Firewall log is the collection of firewall process activities during the network operation of operating systems, such as Windows’s firewall process. Prior work has used this type of data for frequent pattern extraction and compression [34], [67]. Windows. The Windows log belongs to Windows 7’s component-based servicing (CBS) initially stored at C:/Windows/Logs/CBS, which collects logs on package and driver installations and updates. It is used for log parsing and anomaly detection in prior studies [38], [76]. Linux Syslog. The Linux Syslog is the standard logging system in Linux which collects logs from various concurrently running applications on a single machine, such as networking and cron logs, and Linux kernel logs. Syslog is used to analyze compression on log data in prior research [67].

Thunderbird. The Thunderbird log is the collection of a Linux supercomputer cluster from Sandia National Labs (SNL), which is the aggregation of Syslogs from different machines. This dataset is used in prior work for log compression and log analysis [55], [67]. Liberty. The Liberty log is an aggregated dataset of Syslog-based events on a supercomputer system, which was examined for log analysis and alert detection in previous studies [55], [57]. Spirit. Similar to Thunderbird and Liberty, Spirit is also a supercomputer log data from the Spirit supercomputer system, used for gaining insight on failure diagnosis of large-scale systems [55].

Besides the log data, we also analyze two natural language corpora: Gutenberg. Project Gutenberg corpus [6] is a collection of over 60,000 English books [7]. The Gutenberg corpus has been studied to examine the performance of natural language tools [19], and NLP evaluation of software systems [35], [41]. Wiki. The Wikipedia corpus is the data collected from English articles of Wikipedia. This data has been previously applied to evaluate the performance of different text compressors [32].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logs</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Unique</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS (HS)</td>
<td>Distributed system</td>
<td>7527525</td>
<td>259293940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark (SP)</td>
<td>Distributed system</td>
<td>13221789</td>
<td>308093706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall (FW)</td>
<td>Operating system task</td>
<td>4763441</td>
<td>418012413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows (WD)</td>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>4408109</td>
<td>337818867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinuxSyslog (LS)</td>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>5315580</td>
<td>348036971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderbird (TB)</td>
<td>Supercomputer</td>
<td>6018428</td>
<td>357613165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty (LB)</td>
<td>Supercomputer</td>
<td>7316856</td>
<td>352384327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirit (ST)</td>
<td>Supercomputer</td>
<td>7983346</td>
<td>366526509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I:** System logs and English corpora statistics.
we have listed the total number of tokens, and the unique tokens count for each file.

**Data preprocessing.** Prior to the application of NLP models, we require performing some pre-processing steps on the raw log data and English corpora. In order to be case-insensitive, we initially normalize all the letters to lower cases. We then tokenize all the data to extract words and special symbols. For n-gram model training and testing, we use Kenlm [39], [40] library. For different analyses that follow later in this paper, we create n-gram models for different sizes of n in the range of \( n \in (1, 10) \) for each data file, i.e., for unigrams (single tokens), bigrams (pairs of adjacent tokens), and so on.

**IV. NATURALNESS OF LOGS**

In this section, we investigate the naturalness of log files guided with a set of RQs which follows.

**A. RQ1: does a natural repetitiveness and regularity exist in log files?**

Prior research has leveraged the natural predictability of n-grams in English corpora in applications, such as speech and handwriting recognition [16], [60], and machine translation [51]. This observation is also noteworthy for artifacts of software systems, such as user documents, repositories, and logs. It is beneficial to explore whether similar repetitiveness and predictability of n-grams exist in log data as it benefits the automated analysis of logs, and it is the focus of our research.

We showed in Equation 2 the probability estimated by the n-gram model \( M \) for sequence \( S = a_1, a_2, ..., a_N \). For simplifying the computation, n-gram models often assume a Markov property, which states that for a language model of order \( n \), token occurrences are approximated only by the \( n-1 \) tokens that precede the token under consideration [42]. For example, for a 5-gram model, the probability of \( a_i \) appearing after the sequence of \( a_1, a_2, ..., a_{i-1} \) is approximated by the probability of the four prior tokens:

\[
P(a_i|a_{i-1}...a_{i-4}) \approx P(a_i|a_{i-4}a_{i-3}a_{i-2}a_{i-1})
\] \( 4 \)

To calculate the probabilities, the NLP model is estimated on a training set using the maximum likelihood-based frequency-counting of token sequences. Therefore, we estimate the probability of \( a_i, i_{th} \) element in Sequence \( S \), which follows tokens \( a_{i-1}, a_{i-2}, ..., a_{i-n+1} \) and order \( n \) model with:

\[
p(a_i|a_{i-1}a_{i-2}...a_{i-n+1}) = \frac{\text{count}(a_i|a_{i-1}a_{i-2}...a_{i-n+1})}{\text{count}(a_{i-1}a_{i-2}...a_{i-n+1})}
\] \( 5 \)

Based on this estimation, the cross-entropy (or entropy, used interchangeably), \( H_M \), evaluated for model \( M \) for a sequence of \( n \) tokens is:

\[
H_M = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \log_2 p(a_i|a_{i-1}a_{i-2}...a_{i-n+1})
\] \( 6 \)

A subtle detail worth mentioning about the n-gram model is that, in practice, the n-gram model often encounters some unseen sequences during prediction. This results in the probability \( p(a_i|a_{i-1}a_{i-2}...a_{i-n+1}) = 0 \), and undefined values for \( H_M \). Smoothing is a technique that handles such cases and assigns reasonable probabilities to unseen n-grams. In this paper, we use Modified Kneser-Ney Smoothing [43] available with Kenlm [40], which is a standard smoothing technique and gives acceptable results for software corpora [41], [69]. On the other side of the spectrum, a perfect n-gram model correctly predicts all the next tokens, i.e., \( p(a_i) = 1 \), and therefore, \( H_M = 0 \). In general, lower entropy values imply that the n-gram model is more effective in predicting the sequence of tokens and capturing the regularity and repetitiveness of the corpus.

**Experiment.** To evaluate the repetitiveness and regularity in logs, we measure cross-entropy by averaging over 10-fold cross-validation: we randomly select 10 MB from each log file, \( \sim59,000 \) lines of logs, which falls well within a \( \pm2.5\% \) margin of error and 95% confidence interval [31], [44]. We then organize each of the log files and English corpus to a 90%-10% train-test split at ten random locations, and train the n-gram model for different values of \( n \in (1, 10) \) on the 90% train split, and then test it on the remaining 10% split by measuring the average cross-entropy with Formula 6.

**Result.** In Figure 2, boxplots display the cross-entropy results for system log files, and the blue line shows the average cross-entropy for the two English corpora. Comparing the values of entropy for log data and English corpora provides an intuitive understanding of the repetitiveness and regularity of tokens in log data and common English. The horizontal axis shows the n-gram model trained with different numbers of \( n \) and the vertical axis presets the entropy. Both the single line and boxplot manifest similar trends: as the order of n-gram increases, the entropy values decrease, which implies that using larger values of \( n \) (viz., more preceding tokens in Formula 4) yields more accurate predictions for both log data and English Corpora. 4- or 5-gram models are the optimal choice for the studied logs considering the trade-off between the entropy and model memory usage, as cross-entropy saturates around \( n \in (4, 5) \). The English corpora entropy starts at 10.19 for 1-gram models and trails down to 8.09 for 10-gram models, compared to logs entropies median that falls just below 1.8. Thus, quantitatively, the log data manifests lesser entropies, and as such, less perplexing to predict when compared to English corpora. This observation paves the way to utilize n-gram models for automated analysis of logs. Additionally, our findings are consistent with prior research on the naturalness of software source code [35], [41].

![Fig. 2: Entropy values for a sequence of n-grams for log data (boxplot) and English corpora (blue line).](image-url)
B. RQ2: is the regularity that the statistical language model captures merely log-nature specific, or is it also project-specific?

In RQ1, we showed LMIs accurately capture the repetitiveness within log files even better than English corpora. However, as we know, software systems, and subsequently, their artifacts, such as log files, have a smaller set of vocabulary when compared to the English language [41]. Thus, there exists a valid concern that the lower entropy values for logs might be the outcome of their limited vocabulary and not their regularity and repetitiveness. If this concern proves to be valid, *viz.*, if the captured regularity from the logs is solely the result of their limited vocabulary, then we should observe similar lower entropies for cross-project evaluation. In other words, if we train the n-gram model on one log file, and then test it on another system’s log, we should observe comparable entropies with inner-project entropies. As such, in RQ2, we investigate this concern by training and testing the model on different projects.

**Experiment.** In this experiment, we measure self- and cross-project entropy values by averaging over 10-fold cross-validation. We randomly sample 10 MB of data from the available 1 GB for each system and English corpora. Without loss of generality [44], we selected this sample size to make the training overhead manageable. Additionally, to confirm the results, we run some limited experiments with various sizes to confirm the results are consistent. Similar to RQ1, we split each of the samples to a 90%–10% split at ten random locations, train the n-gram a 5-gram model on the 90%, and then test it on the remaining 10%, and measured the average self entropy. As observed in RQ1, entropy values stabilize beyond 5-gram models. As such, we use 5-gram models to reach faster training and save on the memory footprint. To calculate the cross-project entropy, once we train the project on one system, we test it on all the other projects and average the values of entropies through 10-fold cross-validation, to minimize the risk of over-fitting [54].

![Figure 3](image-url)  
*Fig. 3: Entropy values for 5-grams cross-project versus self-project.*

**Result.** Fig. 3 shows the self- and cross-project entropies. The x-axis lists the different logs, and for each log, the boxplot shows the range of cross-project entropies with the other seven projects. The blue line at the bottom shows the average self entropy of the project against itself (i.e., training and testing on the same system’s log). From this plot, the self-entropy values are always lower, indicating that the repetitive n-gram patterns are not the artifact of limited log vocabulary but because of the regularity and repetitiveness in each system. This regularity is different across different projects, and hence, we observe higher cross-project entropies, implying that the n-gram patterns noticeably disagree across project logs.

C. RQ3: how does Zipf’s law capture the repetitiveness of high-rank tokens in log files?

Zipf’s [61], [77] law is an empirical theorem which states that given a large sample of words in a corpus, the probability of any word is inversely proportional to its rank in the corpus. Thus, the word rank $r$ has a probability proportional to $\frac{1}{r}$. In other words, the rank of the word $(r)$ times its probability $p(r)$ is approximately a constant $(r \times p(r) \approx \text{const})$. For the classic version of Zipf’s law we have: $p(r) = \frac{1}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (\frac{1}{n})}$, where $N$ is the population of unique tokens. Considering that Zipf’s law is not an exact value but a statistical measurement, it gives an intuitive understanding that the repetition of the high-rank tokens occupies what percentage of the document. For example, in English, the top 50 words accumulate to 35–50% of total word occurrences [70].

**Experiment & Result.** We measure the token frequency (TF) for logs and English text and then sort the tokens based on their frequencies to study Zipf’s law for log files. Figure 4 plots the rank of tokens on the horizontal axis and the frequency counts on the vertical axis for average of Logs (red) and English text (blue) and gives us an idea of the TF distribution in a given document. Logs’s TF starts higher than English and drops below as the rank increases. The top-50 tokens contribute to 70% and 51% of the entire document for Logs and English, respectively. This result is encouraging for more accurate adaptation of LMs for logs, as prior research [61] has suggested that smoothing algorithms for n-gram models, such as Good-Turing [25], and Kneser-Ney [25], could lead to better smoothing with more predictive high-rank tokens.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
*Fig. 4: Frequency of tokens for Logs and English text.*

V. LOCALNESS OF LOGS

In this section, we investigate the localness of log files. The localness attribute builds upon the naturalness of logs, such
that besides being repetitive and predictable, logs tend to take on a specific form of repetitiveness in the local context. Here, a local context is a system’s logs versus other systems. For this purpose, we investigate **endemism** and **specificity** of n-grams in different logs.

### A. RQ4: are log n-grams endemic to their projects?

The n-grams that only appear in a single project log file (i.e., local context) are called endemic, i.e., they are endemic to that specific project’s log file. In this RQ, we investigate whether there exist n-grams that are found exclusively in a local context and are endemic to a system. More specifically, we investigate what percentage of n-grams happen only in one system log. Table II lists the average percentage of the endemic n-grams in the log files and English corpora. For both system logs and English corpora, the first row with \( F \geq 1 \) shows the percentage of endemic n-grams that appear at least once in a system, and the second row with \( F \geq 2 \) represents the percentage of endemic n-grams that appear at least twice in a system logs. For example, 90.24% and 80.74% of 2-grams with \( F \geq 1 \) are endemic for system logs and English corpora, respectively. Similarly, 39.20% and 8.57% of 5-grams with \( F \geq 2 \) are endemic for system logs and English corpora, respectively. The percentage of the endemic n-grams for \( F \geq 2 \) generally increases for higher orders of \( n \) because it becomes less likely to observe a large sequence of tokens repeatedly. For \( F \geq 2 \), we observed that for \( n \geq 3 \), because there is a very limited number of n-grams that appear more than once compared to the total number of n-grams in the same order of \( n \), the percentage shrinks slightly onwards. By comparison, the percentage of the endemic n-grams in English corpora is noticeably lower than system logs. This observation validates the hypothesis that log files are local in the context of n-grams, even to a higher extent than natural language corpora. As such, we point out, similar to prior research \[64\], we can leverage this localness attribute to improve the performance of language models for logs by augmenting them with caching mechanism and store the n-grams in the local context for quick access.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of files</th>
<th>1-gram</th>
<th>2-gram</th>
<th>3-gram</th>
<th>5-gram</th>
<th>8-gram</th>
<th>10-gram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System logs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F \geq 1 )</td>
<td>69.99%</td>
<td>90.24%</td>
<td>93.44%</td>
<td>97.37%</td>
<td>99.60%</td>
<td>99.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F \geq 2 )</td>
<td>38.02%</td>
<td>49.63%</td>
<td>48.59%</td>
<td>39.20%</td>
<td>30.66%</td>
<td>26.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English corpora</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F \geq 1 )</td>
<td>56.74%</td>
<td>80.74%</td>
<td>93.13%</td>
<td>99.63%</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F \geq 2 )</td>
<td>26.38%</td>
<td>21.79%</td>
<td>15.68%</td>
<td>8.57%</td>
<td>6.34%</td>
<td>5.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II: System logs and English n-gram stats.**

### B. RQ5: are log n-grams specific to their projects?

In RQ4, we experimented with endemic n-grams which happen only in one system’s log. Although endemism provides insight into exclusive n-grams, we still lack insight into the overall distribution of non-endemic n-grams. This is where **specificity** comes into effect. Specificity explains whether non-endemic n-grams favor specific system logs, viz., whether non-endemic n-grams happen more often in one system than another, which sheds light on the system-wide locality of n-grams. For example, if n-gram \( \sigma \) is uniformly distributed across different log files, then all the files contain an equal number of the n-gram \( \sigma \). Conversely, the more skewed the distribution becomes, the more specific and localized the n-gram \( \sigma \) becomes to a specific log file. For example, an n-gram that happens 100 times in all the log files, if it happens 93 times in one file and only once in the rest of the files, is highly skewed. For a set of log files \( F = \{ f_1, f_2, …, f_{|F|} \} \), each non-endemic n-gram \( \sigma \) can happen in more than one file with probability distribution of \( p(f_i(\sigma)) \):

\[
p(f_i(\sigma)) = \frac{\text{count (n-gram } \sigma \text{ in } f_i)}{\sum \text{count (n-gram } \sigma \text{ in Set } F)} \quad (7)
\]

As such, to measure the skewness of the distribution of n-gram \( \sigma \) in the set of log files \( F \), defined as **locality entropy** \[35\], \[64\], \( H_L(\sigma) \), the formula is as follows:

\[
H_L(\sigma) = - \sum_{f_i \in F} p(f_i(\sigma)) \log_2 p(f_i(\sigma)) \quad (8)
\]

Similar to cross-entropy values, the more skewed the distribution of the non-endemic n-grams is, the lower the locality entropy values will be. In the extreme case, i.e., \( H_L(\sigma) = 0 \), then \( \sigma \) is an endemic n-gram, and it happens only in one system logs. \( H_L(\sigma) \) reaches its max (i.e., \( \log_2 |F| \)) when the n-gram \( \sigma \) is uniformly distributed across \( F \), i.e., all the files in \( F \) contain equal number of n-gram \( \sigma \).

![Fig. 5: Distribution of entropies for non-endemic n-grams, grouped by the number of files.](image)

Fig. 5 shows the values of **locality entropy** for different n-gram orders for file sizes, \( |F| \in (2, 8) \). The horizontal axis represents the number of files (\( |F| \)) that contain the non-endemic n-grams, and the vertical axis shows the locality entropy, \( H_L \). The n-gram with varying orders, which are marked by different colors, share similar trends. According to this figure, non-endemic n-grams’ entropies commonly fall below the uniform distribution (the solid black line in the figure), and as the number of files and the order of n-grams increases, the skewness becomes more apparent, which affirms the local tendencies of n-grams.

### VI. RQ6: Log File Anomaly Detection

In the previous sections, we demonstrated the NLP characteristics of the log files. Based on our findings, we believe it is a valuable effort to explore how the NLP findings would help in the automated analysis of log files. As such, in the following, we focus on anomaly detection (AD) through...
log files by utilizing NLP. As modern large-scale computer systems continue to expand and service millions of users, their dependability becomes even more critical, and any noticeable downtime could result in millions of revenue and quality-of-service loss [1], [8], [38]. Consequently, to improve reliability, online observation of running systems for unforeseen abnormal behavior and potential problems has been the focus of prior research [20], [28], [29], [37], [48], [49], [65]. As log files contain information on the dynamic state of the system, prior research has utilized logs for AD [45], [49], [71], [74]. Log-based AD’s goal is to accurately detect runtime system anomalies by processing the rich data gathered in the log files. AD is often modeled as a binary (i.e., yes or no) decision problem such that the input to the AD algorithm is a vector (or matrix) of events or time intervals, and the algorithm decides whether each event or interval is normal or abnormal. Encouraged by our findings from the naturalness and localness of the logs, we introduce ANALOG (Anomaly detection with NAtural language and LOGs) in the following.

**Approach.** We propose to utilize NLP techniques and consider log files as natural language sequences. Figure 6 shows the steps involved in our ANALOG approach:

- Initially, we collect the log files for the system under analysis during its normal behavior, i.e., no anomalies. Similar to the approach in RQ1, we divide parts of the logs for training and testing of the n-gram model. We then preprocess and tokenize the logs and feed them into the n-gram model.
- Next, we train the n-gram model on the training data for an order of n which results in a good balance of performance and memory footprint. In our analysis, values in the range of n ∈ (4, 5) are sufficient. During the training phase, we establish a baseline for entropy values for each system. Our analysis shows that normal log sequences result in entropy values, which are ‘distinguishably’ lower than entropy values for abnormal log sequences. In this step, we also establish a threshold (Th) for the maximum value of normal entropies.
- Later, during the testing phase, we look for anomalies as the test log data is fed into the NLP model, and if no anomaly is detected, we achieve comparable baseline perplexity or entropy values. On the other hand, if the test log data contains abnormal sequences, which appears surprising and perplexing to the n-gram model, the entropy values will be higher than the established baseline. Then these log sequences are singled out for further analysis by practitioners or developers.

![Fig. 6: ANALOG steps for anomaly detection through log files.](image)

**Usage scenario.** The way we imagine practitioners and developers will use our approach for anomaly detection is as follows: during the **training phase**, initially, we acquire a set of normal operational log files to train the n-gram model. This process also involves choosing a proper order for the n-gram model (e.g., n ∈ (4, 5)), and detecting the baseline values of entropies. Based on the baseline range of entropy values, we use the **Hampel Filter** approach (Section VI-A) to assign a threshold (Th) for alarming an anomaly in case the entropy values go beyond Th during the testing phase. While in the **testing phase**, as the system is running and continuously generating new log records, we define an observation window (ow) for the recently generated logs. The length (in bytes) of ow can vary from a single log message up to chuck of log file (e.g., 16 KB), depending on the volume of the logs and the desired granularity of the log analysis. During the continuous testing, the content of ow is fed into the NLP model, and the entropies (E) are evaluated. If $E > Th$, this chunk of log data ow is isolated as it potentially contains an anomalous log message. Because this usage scenario is an **online** approach, the ow moves to the next chuck of the log file as soon as new log messages are available. Regarding the granularity of ow, ideally, we will be able to test each line of the log file against the NLP model, as it is written to the storage medium, as the testing is quite fast compared to the training of the n-gram model. An incremental enhancement that can be implemented is to periodically retrain the NLP model on the most recent log data once every cycle, such as daily, overnight, weekly, to align the model with recent normal log changes, if any.

Figure 7 shows entropy values (i.e., log(perplexity)) for distinct orders of n-grams for both normal and abnormal log windows. Solid lines show normal log windows, and dashed lines represent abnormal log windows for 2-, 3-, and 5-gram models. The horizontal axis shows the size of the log window (in KB) that we inspect for perplexity calculation. For creating an abnormal log window, we synthetically inject an error message into the log file. Across the board, once there is an anomaly, the perplexity, and therefore entropy values increase, which signals that we have detected an anomalous log window.

![Fig. 7: Anomaly detection with perplexity values for HDFS.](image)

### A. Hampel Filter for Threshold Selection

Hampel filter [59] is a decision filter (viz., yes or no) that detects anomalies in the data vector if they lie far enough from
the median to be deemed as an outlier. This filter depends on both the entropy vector width and an additional tuning parameter $t$, which explains the margins from the median. For a vector of entropy values ($E = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n\}$) measured from the training data, we can calculate the threshold ($Th$) according to the following formula: $Th = \text{median}(E) + t \times \text{MAD}$, where $\text{MAD}$ stands for median absolute deviation and is defined as the median of the absolute deviations from the data’s median $\bar{E} = \text{median}(E)$: $\text{MAD} = \text{median}(|e_i - \bar{E}|)$. The value of $t$ is chosen based on the range of values in $E$, and according to our experiment on the eight projects, it falls in the range of $t \in [1, 8]$. As such, threshold $Th$ is in the range of:

$$\bar{E} + 1 \times \text{MAD} \leq Th \leq \bar{E} + 8 \times \text{MAD} \quad (9)$$

Table III summarizes the $t$ values for different systems. System abbreviations are from Table I. For each project, we evaluated different values of thresholds, and we chose the value of $t$, as an agreeable practice [62], to balance Precision and Recall and achieve the highest F-Measure, which we discuss in the following section. It is admissible to use different values of $t$ to achieve a particular goal, such as maximizing Precision or Recall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>HS</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>FW</th>
<th>WD</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>TB</th>
<th>LB</th>
<th>ST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III:** Values of $t$ for different systems.

B. Evaluation

To evaluate the accuracy of anomaly detection approaches, we use Precision, Recall, Fallout, F-measure, and Balanced Accuracy, which are the commonly used metrics for evaluating anomalies in prior work [38], [74], [75]. These metrics are based on the confusion matrix [2], composed of four values: 1. true positive ($TP$) is the correctly identified abnormal log windows by the n-gram model. 2. False positive ($FP$) is the number of incorrectly identified normal log windows as abnormal ones. 3. False negative ($FN$) is the number of incorrectly identified abnormal log windows as normal ones. 4. True negative ($TN$) is the correctly identified not abnormal (i.e., normal) log windows by the n-gram model.

Based on the confusion matrix, the definitions of the metrics are: Precision is the percentage of log test windows that are correctly identified as anomalies over all the log test windows that are identified as anomalies: $\frac{TP}{TP+FP}$. Recall (or true positive rate) is the percentage of log test windows that are correctly identified as anomalies over all log windows containing anomalies: $\frac{TP}{TP+FN}$. Fallout (or false positive rate) is the percentage of log test windows that are incorrectly identified as anomalies over all normal log windows: $\frac{FP}{FP+TN}$. F-Measure is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall; $\frac{2 \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}$.

Balanced Accuracy (BA) is the average of the proportion of anomalous and normal log windows that are correctly classified: $\frac{1}{2} \times (\frac{TP}{TP+FN} + \frac{TN}{TN+FP})$. BA is important for our analysis as only 10% of the synthetically generated cases are anomalous, e.g., $t_\alpha$ is $\sim$10X greater than $t_p$. In case there is an imbalance in the data (anomalous scenarios happen less often than normal scenarios [38]), BA is widely used [73], [75] for evaluation because it avoids over-optimism that traditional accuracy might suffer from. We perform two sets of experiments: 1) synthetic anomalies, 2) comparison with PCA [65].

**Synthetic anomalies.** For each log data, we randomly sample 512 MB of logs. We then train a 5-gram model on 90% of the data and keep the rest for testing. Next, we split the test data into 400 sequential samples of 4KB log windows. The idea is to simulate the continuous generation of log windows while the system is running. We then randomly inject anomalous messages in 10% (anomalyfreq. $\leq$ normalfreq.) of the test windows. We calculate the entropy for each log window and detect an anomaly if the entropy is higher than the baseline threshold ($Th$).

**Comparison with PCA.** In this part, we compare our approach with the PCA-based anomaly detection and their provided labeled dataset [65], which is the log of HDFS system operations on various blocks. Although plenty of logs are available, this dataset is one of the few available labeled ones. Initially, to make the log parsing and template extraction manageable (required for [65]), we randomly select 20 MB of log data ($\sim$105K log lines and within 95% confidence [44]) and parse them with IPLOM [50] to extract event log templates belonging to each block (i.e., session; denoted by blk_id in the logs). Then, for each block, we create the sequence of events, i.e., log window, and for each window, a label of normal or abnormal is provided with the dataset. We then split the data in 90%-10% for train-test and evaluate both PCA and ANALOG. PCA, like the majority of anomaly detection methods, requires both normal and abnormal samples to fit log windows into two sub-spaces, viz., normal space, $S_n$, and anomaly space, $S_a$. ANALOG does not require historical abnormal instances, as it builds the n-gram model based on the normal instances, which provides a clear advantage for ANALOG over the majority of the anomaly detection methods [20], [23], [47], [65], which rely on witnessing anomalous instance in the training data to function.

C. Results

**Synthetic anomalies.** Figure 8 shows the entropy vector values for the logs of eight systems in our study. The x-axes show the log windows, and the y-axes represent the perplexity (PP) values. The horizontal blue line shows the overall trend-line for the PP values of the 400 log windows. The random sudden spikes in the PP values indicate that the n-gram model considers the content of these log windows surprising and not similar to the normal logs. As such, it identifies them as abnormal. Table IV shows the result of our anomaly detection for different systems. Figure 9 plots receiver operating characteristic (ROC) graph, which is the true positive rate against false positive rate. ROC illustrates the ability of our approach in classifying anomalies. The black line corresponds to randomly classifying normal and abnormal log windows, and the red dot on the top left corner shows the perfect classifier (PC), and the blue labels show the performance of ANALOG for eight evaluated projects (two labels, SP and ST, are overlapping). Our
evaluations all fall on top of the random line, and closer to PC.

**Comparison with PCA.** In the second part of the experimentation, we compare our approach with the PCA-based anomaly detection approach proposed in [65]. Fig. 10a shows the perplexity values for 795 test samples of log windows, with 32 anomalies gathered on the left side of the chart, and 763 normal samples. As observed from the blue trend line, the perplexity is lower for normal samples. Fig. 10b summarizes the evaluation metrics for ANALOG, which are higher when compared with PCA across the board. We rationalize that because ANALOG assigns probabilities for the sequences of log events, i.e., the sequences of n-grams, it can better distinguish normal and abnormal sequences when compared to PCA. We believe our anomaly detection results in Table IV and Fig. 10 are encouraging, and we expect further adaptation and continuation of our NLP-based research for other software engineering tasks.

### Table IV: Performance of anomaly detection with NLP models for different system logs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>tp</th>
<th>fp</th>
<th>tn</th>
<th>fn</th>
<th>Precision %</th>
<th>Recall %</th>
<th>Fallout %</th>
<th>F-Measure %</th>
<th>Balanced Accuracy %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDFS (HS)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>91.11</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>95.35</td>
<td>94.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark (SP)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>87.23</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>93.18</td>
<td>99.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall (FW)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>93.18</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>96.47</td>
<td>99.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows (WD)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>81.81</td>
<td>65.85</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>72.97</td>
<td>82.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinuxSyslog (LS)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>54.69</td>
<td>85.37</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>66.70</td>
<td>88.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderbird (TB)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>48.93</td>
<td>56.10</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>52.27</td>
<td>74.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty (LB)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>80.49</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>74.16</td>
<td>88.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirit (ST)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>56.00</td>
<td>68.29</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>61.54</td>
<td>81.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>72.71</td>
<td>82.01</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>76.58</td>
<td>88.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary of the findings.** Lastly, Table V provides a synopsis of our main findings and their implications from studying the NLP characteristics of logs.

### VII. RELATED WORK

**NLP in software engineering tasks.** Prior work has considered natural language processing techniques for software engineering (SE) tasks. Initial SE research in this field [31], [41] showed that the software’s source code is regular and repetitive. As such, these works aimed to represent the sequences of the source code with n-gram language models. Consequently, applications of this representation emerged in software-related tasks such as bug reports [33], identifier name, class name, and next token code suggestion [12], [13], [18]. Following the work of Hindle et al. [41], Tu et al. [64] explored the idea of the localness of the source code and leveraged it to improve the performance of n-gram language models by introducing a local cache. Focusing on the source code’s logging statements, He et al. [35] investigated the NLP features of logging descriptions and used them to answer the question of “what to log?”. Inspired by and orthogonal to prior work, in this research, we utilize n-gram models to...
characterize the naturalness and localness of log files and to improve automated log analysis by leveraging these attributes.

**Automated log analysis.** As software logs contain rich information on the runtime state of the systems, their analysis has been the focal point of various prior research to improve systems’ reliability and user experience, such as anomaly detection [29], [65], user statistics [46], fault detection and diagnosis [78]. These works typically employ data mining and learning algorithms to efficiently analyze a large scale of logs, which also involves log collection [27] and log parsing [36]. For example, Xu et al. [65] leveraged a dimension reduction algorithm (PCA) to distinguish normal and abnormal events in distributed systems. In this paper, however, we propose to uncover the NLP characteristics of logs, and we leverage them for benefiting automatic log analysis.

**Anomaly detection with logs.** Anomaly detection refers to the task of uncovering events that do not follow the expected behavior in the system [22]. Possibly, an anomaly in the system might turn into a fault, an error, and eventually to a system failure, if left untreated [15]. As such, log files, because of their rich content of runtime information and events, are widely utilized for computer systems’ anomaly detection [20], [21], [28], [74]. Different from the prior work, we present an NLP-based method to investigate anomalies in software logs. As an advantage, because we utilize NLP features of logs, our approach does not require a log parsing step, which is the first step of every log analysis approach [36]. Two main categories of anomaly detection include supervised (e.g., [20], [28], [29]) and unsupervised (e.g., [48], [49], [65]) methods. In industry settings, a system may encounter only very few anomalies per year [38]. As such, a long list of prior methods [17], [20], [47], [65], [72], which relies on seeing anomalous instances in the training data, becomes ineffective. We believe because ANALOG does not require historical abnormal instances, as it builds the n-gram model based on the normal instances, it has an edge on such approaches.

### VIII. Threats to Validity and Discussion

**External threats** to the validity reflect on the generalization of our work to other such software projects and log files. In this research, we conducted our NLP analysis on logs of eight software systems. We picked the systems from different domains and assumed our approach is independent of the underlying programming language, source code, and the software architecture that the system is implemented with. However, since other software systems may follow different logging practices, our findings may not accurately extend and generalize to logs of such other systems. Regarding **internal threats** to the validity, we rely on the accuracy of the n-gram model to calculate the entropies. Additionally, the threshold selection, and false positive and false negative values can affect the accuracy of our anomaly detection approach. Finally, due to the limited availability of labeled datasets, although we conducted experimentation on HDFS and synthetic anomaly datasets, future opportunities that give access and enable us to evaluate ANALOG on logs of large-scale and enterprise software systems would further solidify our findings.

### IX. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper explores the natural language attributes of software logs. Guided by a set of research questions, our findings confirm that log files, as an artifact of software systems, are natural and local, even more so than common English corpora. We show how the NLP characteristics of log files can be leveraged for log analysis tasks, and we present ANALOG, an anomaly detection tool that is built upon NLP features and outperforms the prior work.

In this research, our primary focus has been to show the NLP characteristics of the logs and illustrate the potential applications of NLP for log analysis while not limiting our approach to anomaly detection techniques. Therefore, as a future direction, besides anomaly detection, we look into extending our work to other software analysis tasks, such as extracting system security infringements from the system and network logs. Additionally, we also aim to leverage deep learning (DL) language models to potentially improve our approach and have a comparison against DL anomaly detection approaches.
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